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FFWD PRESENTS RAW

ONLY FOR HEROES

You want the best of the best! No compromises! Aerodynamic, Fast and light! Everything in

order to beat the competition or your cycling buddies! 

 

When going for the best it's evident to bring all the best parts together in order to achieve the

optimum result. Starting with our core ingredient of good wheels we completely redesigned the

rim from scratch. In a changing world of wider tires and rim profiles the aerodynamic

performance is also due to change. With this knowledge the new FFWD rim profile LAW Tech

has been developed as the basis of the new FFWD RAW. LAW is short for 'Laminar Airflow

Wing' and has been specially developed to deliver better aerodynamics when using wider tires

by creating a smooth airflow. Testing multiple layups and setups have led to the optimum

combination of stiffness, aero and weight which you would expect in a set like this.

 

The details make the design
However aero is important, it is the combination of multiple factors that make a top model earn

its stars. The RAW stands out from the others by the use of internal nipples and the new DT

Swiss 180 EXP hubs with SINC ceramic bearings which reduce rolling resistance to the absolute

minimum and increase durability. The use of only the best high-end parts contribute to the low

weight of this set putting only 1420 grams on the scale.

 

When you have the best of the best you want them to shine as well! The RAW is the only model

with an in-moulded FFWD logo in the carbon rim and has a special design with sparkling

metallic decals!
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https://ffwd.pr.co/


ABOUT FAST FORWARD WHEELS

Building fast, strong carbon wheels: that was our goal as we started our company FFWD Wheels in the year of
2006. Craftsmanship, high quality and durability are our most important values. In a few years of time FFWD
Wheels has grown into a company with a global distribution network and a solid reputation.

All FFWD Wheels are handmade at our company in the Dutch town of Zwolle. Our wheel builders pay close
attention to every wheel. This leads to wheels which are feather light and strong as iron: FFWD Wheels are no
mass product. FFWD Wheels are of high quality, hand built in the Netherlands.

FFWD Wheels does not only produce high-end wheels for the Road, we also build wheels for the Track,
Cyclocross, Triathlon and MTB.

 

ffwd.com

 

Your box of confidence contains
●      The RAW Wheelset

●      Pre-installed tubeless tape

●      A pair of alloy tubeless valves

●      Tubeless instructions

●      Padded wheel bag

View all FFWD RAW images and product details in our Media Kits

http://www.ffwdwheels.com/
https://www.pr.co/powered_by_prco?utm_source=newsroom&utm_medium=poweredby&utm_campaign=powered_by_ffwd
https://ffwd.pr.co/media_kits/223783/
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